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S U M M A R Y
During the recent oil boom, the
MENA region has seen job
creation accelerate. Unemployment fell from 15 percent in
2000 to at estimated 12.7
percent in 2005. Employment
growth averaged nearly 4.2
percent a year during this time,
while labor
force growth
averaged 3.6 percent a year.
Given favorable economic
prospects going forward, the
region could see unemployment decline to nearly 7
percent by 2010. But this
positive forecast depends on
the region’s ability to continue
creating jobs at current rates.
Achieving this will prove
difficult, especially since MENA
economies are still marked by
high labor market rigidities and
the public sector continues to
play a dominant role in these
economies.
Moreover, positive labor
outcomes do not apply
uniformly across MENA. Many
non-oil economies have seen
unemployment increase in
recent years. While oil
producers may have the choice
to manage job creation on the
back of oil revenues, other
countries have few choices but
to press forward on reforms.
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Has the oil boom solved the job

LABOR FORCE GROWTH REMAINS HIGH
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REGIONAL JOB CREATION HAS EXPANDED
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PARTICIPATION RATES ARE INCREASING

12.7 percent. This decline suggests that econo-

Labor supply trends in MENA are driven
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Despite rising employment growth, however,

elevating the perceived costs associated with

the unemployment rate in the region remains

labor-intensive production.

high, and reducing rates of unemployment

MIXED RESULTS BY COUNTRY

while continuing to absorb new workers remains a critical challenge for regional policy

Regional aggregates mask the variety of ex-

makers. Furthermore, evidence suggests that

periences in MENA, both in terms of labor

the bulk of job creation in MENA in recent

force growth and job creation. As might be ex-

years has been temporary in nature and has de-

pected, the oil economies of the region have

pended largely on public sector expenditure.

been able to channel increased oil returns into

The elasticity of employment (the percentage

job creation. Iran, a country facing relatively

change in employment with every percentage

high labor force growth (at 4.3 percent a year),

change in GDP growth) between 2000 and

has brought the unemployment rate down to

2005 averaged nearly 0.9, quite high when

11.0 percent from 13.8 percent in 2000. Im-

compared with international norms. This sug-

plied employment growth has averaged 4.9

gests that much of the job creation in MENA

percent a year.

has

government-

nessed substantial changes in labor outcomes.

supported solutions to a long-term, systemic

With labor force growth at nearly 3.9 percent a

problem. These have not necessarily been pro-

year, the country has seen reported unemploy-

ductive jobs. It is questionable whether recent

ment rates fall from 29.8 percent in 2000 to

advances in job creation are sustainable in the

nearly 15.3 percent in 2005.

long run, even given continued high rates of

noted, however, that recent reported rates

economic growth.

might not reflect the true rate of unemployment

emphasized

short-term,

Likewise, Algeria has wit-

It should be

in the country, as the government statistics
Specific problem areas continue to plague re-

agency has adopted a revised methodology for

gional labor markets. Evidence suggests that

measuring unemployment in recent years.4

public sector employment continues to account
for a large share of employment in the region.

Employment and unemployment data from the

The central role of the public sector reinforces

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries are

incentives for unemployed workers to wait for

limited, a factor that renders an accurate assess-

public sector jobs, with the wages and benefits

ment of recent trends problematic. Available

that accrue to these positions, rather than seek-

data suggest that among nationals, unemploy-

ing out work in the private sector. Also, de-

ment remains a serious and growing problem

spite some reforms intent on giving more flexi-

despite high economic growth rates. In Saudi

bility to firms in regard to hiring workers, re-

Arabia, official unemployment in 2002 was es-

gional economies remain among the most re-

timated at 4.6 percent, while unemployment

strictive in regard to labor market regulations.

among nationals was nearly 8.3 percent. Un-

This has inhibited the proactive role private

employment among nationals has been esti-

business might have played in job creation by

mated at 12.4 percent in Bahrain, 11.6 percent
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in Qatar and 10 percent in Oman. Recent data

Unemployment in Egypt rose steadily from 9.0

from the United Arab Emirates (UAE) suggests

percent in 2000 to nearly 11.0 percent in 2005.

that unemployment among nationals is nearly

Economic growth, at 4.9 percent a year, has not

15 percent. The skewed nature of employment

triggered enough job creation to counter

outcomes in these countries is driven largely by

Egypt’s labor force growth of nearly 2.7 per-

wage differentials, the result of the public-

cent a year.

private and national-expatriate segmentation of

only 2.3 percent a year between 2000 and

the labor force. Bolstered efforts to enforce

2005. Similarly, Jordan has seen unemploy-

stricter nationalization of employment in recent

ment rates rise from 13.2 percent in 2000 to

years seem to be creating incentives for ma-

14.6 percent in 2005. Employment growth in

nipulation of the labor force rolls as much as

Jordan has averaged nearly 3.7 percent a year,

for job creation among nationals.

while its relatively young labor force continues

Employment creation averaged

to grow at nearly 4.0 percent annually.

Labor outcomes for regional non-oil producers
and net oil importers have been quite different

Syria, which maintains a sizeable oil produc-

from those of the oil economies. Rising costs

tion capacity but is quickly becoming a net oil

associated with fuel, both in terms of input

importer, saw unemployment rates rise from

costs for businesses and budget constraints for

11.2 percent in 2000 to 12.3 percent in 2005.

governments still holding on to costly fuel sub-

Actually, the implied employment growth in

sidies, have imposed increased burdens on

Syria has been quite high, at 4.3 percent a year,

these economies and limited growth outcomes.

but Syria’s late entry into the demographic

Furthermore, in contrast with the last oil boom

transition means that labor force growth rates

in the region, transfers between oil economies

in the country have averaged nearly 4.6 percent

and non-oil economies in the region are com-

a year since 2000. Likewise, Yemen is cur-

paratively weak. In the past, non-oil econo-

rently experiencing labor force growth rates of

mies benefited from high labor remittances and

nearly 4.2 percent a year. While comparable

direct aid from the GCC
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countries. While intrare-

unemployment rates for Yemen are not avail-

and while expected rates of female labor force

able, labor force data suggest that labor force

growth are expected to fall to 3.9 percent a year

pressures in Yemen will be high in the long

by 2010, this is still 1.5 percentage points

term, while oil-driven growth will decline as

higher than male labor force growth.

reserves are depleted.

Still, regional economies continue to face prob-

The non-oil economies of Tunisia and Morocco

lems with finding productive employment for

have seen positive employment outcomes in re-

many of these women. Unemployment rates

cent years. Unemployment rates fell from 15.4

for women in MENA are nearly twice those of

percent to 14.2 percent in Tunisia and from

men, averaging nearly 21 percent while unem-
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22.0 percent to 18.3 percent in Morocco. Such

ployment rates for men average only 11 per-

declines occurred in Morocco despite weak

cent. This figure suggests that nearly 6.6 mil-

economic growth resulting from the expiration

lion women are seeking but not able to find

of the Multi-Fiber Agreement.

It should be

gainful employment. They make up nearly half

noted that labor force growth in both countries

of the unemployed while accounting for less

is relatively low, as Tunisia and Morocco were

than 27 percent of the total labor force.

among the first countries in the region to bring
Prospects for young, new entrants in the region

down fertility rates and experienced peak labor

are also weak, and even in higher growth coun-

force growth rates in the early 1980s. Between

tries young workers face difficulties in securing

2000 and 2005, annual rates of labor force

jobs. Unemployment rates among young peo-

growth averaged 3.0 percent in Tunisia (driven

ple (ages 15-24) in MENA are more than dou-

largely by increases in participation rates rather

ble those of the total labor force. In recent

than demographic trends) and 2.1 percent in
Morocco.

years, the regional youth unemployment rate

Annual employment growth rates

has remained above 30 percent. Rates range

during the same period averaged nearly 3.4 per-

from 23.2 percent in Iran to 47.4 percent in Al-

cent in Tunisia and 3.0 percent in Morocco.

geria. Recent estimates put youth unemployA DIFFICULT LABOR MARKET FOR WOMEN
AND

ment in the UAE, among nationals, at nearly 60

YOUTH

percent.

One common factor among countries in the

Young workers face difficulties in securing

MENA region is that women bear a dispropor-

jobs around the world, given a general lack of

tionate share of poor labor market outcomes.

experience and, often, high reservation wages.

Rising participation rates for women mean that

However, the situation in MENA is particularly

the female labor force is growing more rapidly

acute given the scale of the problem.

that the male labor force. Growth rates for the

rently, those ages 15-24 make up nearly 26 per-

female labor force between 2000 and 2005 av-

cent of the labor force and 35 percent of the

eraged nearly 5.1 percent a year. This is up

working-age population. They amount to more

from the 1990s average of 4.6 percent a year,

than 26 million potential workers, with nearly 8
5

Cur-

million of them unable to find formal employ-

ployment elasticity, unemployment rates as a

ment. There are long-term problems associated

whole could drop to nearly 7.0 percent by

with this as well; negative experiences in se-

2010. A more sustainable elasticity rate (The

curing a job at a young age may trigger long-

average for MENA over the past 15 years has

term disillusionment with employment pros-

been nearly 0.7.) suggests that unemployment

pects, a factor that may lead to higher rates of

would decline to 11.0 percent by 2010 and less

discouraged workers in the future.

than 6.0 percent by 2015.

Such estimates,

however, are highly dependent on many as-

FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR LABOR IN MENA

sumptions, the most important of which is the
While labor force growth in MENA is declin-

sustainability of labor absorption in economies

ing, both in terms of rates and flows, labor

that have such high labor market rigidities and

market pressures will remain high. Given ex-

depend so highly on public employment.

pected growth of the regional labor force, the
Furthermore, such positive forecasts do not ap-

region’s economies will have to create over 54

ply uniformly across countries. Projected eco-

million jobs within the next 15 years, or 3.6

nomic growth and recent labor market out-

million jobs a year, to meet the demands of

comes suggest that oil-producing governments

new entrants alone. Within the next 20 years,

may be able to manage the job creation chal-

some 70 million jobs will have to be created to

lenge with public expenditures and targeted job

meet these needs. In addition, resolving the

creation programs. Although these jobs might

current unemployment situation requires the

not be productive jobs, they would reduce

creation of an additional 15 million jobs.

many of the pressures associated with labor
As noted above, available data for 2000 and

supply growth and unemployment. While oil

2005 suggest that the region created 19.6 mil-

economies in the region may be able to solve

lion jobs in that time period, averaging some

the bulk of the employment problem on the

3.9 million new jobs a year. This suggests that

back of high oil prices, evidence shows that the

MENA countries have made progress in ad-

non-oil economies of the region will continue

dressing the employment challenge facing the

to face long-term difficulties in securing

region. However, continuing job creation at

needed job creation, difficulties that require

current rates for the long term depends on

them to take more substantive steps toward re-

many factors, including continued high rates of

forming their labor markets and enhancing the

economic growth, the maintenance of high oil

dynamism of their economies.

prices and the translation of oil returns into sus-

CONCLUSIONS

tainable job creation.
The oil boom in MENA has altered prospects
If the regional economy as a whole is able to

for resolving much of the region’s employment

maintain current rates of growth over the next

situation.

decade, as well as maintaining its current em-

Overall unemployment rates have

declined, with job creation increasing at a rate
6

that sees employment growth surpassing the

through a process of managed job creation or to

growth of the labor force. Coupled with pros-

use renewed oil wealth to speed up and ease

pects of high future oil prices and economic

the transition to more dynamic, productive la-

growth, labor market trends suggest that re-

bor markets. In many cases, the current growth

gional unemployment will continue to decline

environment provides a cushion that eases the

and that regional economies as a whole will be

processes of reform in the region, but it should

able to absorb new entrants and decrease unem-

not be viewed as a solution to the regional la-

ployment to minimal levels by the end of the

bor challenge in and of itself.

next decade.
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